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Tuition Expected to Rise Dramatically
by Daniel Winters

*ZaW.4

Students hold on to your cheque
books, it could be a wild ride.
"Tuition in Manitoba's colleges and
universities will rise 140 per cent," said
Paul Goyan, Manitoba Deputy Minister for Training and Advanced Education.
This was his response to the minister
of human resources development
Lloyd Axworthy's discussion paper
released Oct. 6, outlining the proposed
changes to Canada's social security
system.
One of the proposal's suggestions is
that the federal government cut two
billion from the six billion dollars it
spends annually on post-secondary
education.
The shortage will be, "Left up to the
provinces," to decide whether to absorb the cost or pass it on to students,
according to Nigel Chippindale, Director of Learning, Strategic Policy,
Human Resources Development
Canada.
The province will not be able to come
up with "110 million dollars needed
for post-secondary funding," and

**,

• 1 large two topping slice of delicious Domino's
Pizza & a soft drink.
• 20% off any regular priced pizza at any
participating Domino's locations in Winnipeg.
(Some restrictions apply).
• A chance to become an instant Party Pac gift
certificate winner at every pizza event all year
long.

p support the college as part of the proceeds goes directly to the United Way.
Next Domino's Pizza
Wednesday;

Nov. 9/94

Goyan said that Manitoba students
will be forced to cover the loss by
paying 140 per cent higher tuition
fees.
"Tuition has doubled in ten years
and will likely double again," said
Manitoba Liberal leader Paul
Edwards.
According to Edwards, in the
present system the province was
supposed to take over funding of
post-secondary education as the federal government withdrew support,
"Provinces are to blame for the decrease in funding of post-secondary
education."
The federal government will compensate for the higher tuition costs
to students by taking the two billion
dollar cut from the post-secondary
education budget and establishing
a trust fund for "long term sustainable loans" direct to students, said
Chippindale.
Chippindale also said the loans
would be different from the present
system because the repayment
schedule would be, "Linked to income after graduation," and graduates unable to find work wouldn't
have to repay until they could afford to.

Index
loyd Axworthy, minister of human resources development

Knowles Looks at the Positive
by Daniel Winters
President Tony Knowles
thinks RRCC should be looking at the positive side" of the
Axworthy proposal.
This is despite the fact that
Paul Goyan, Manitoba deputy
minister of training and advanced education said it could
result in higher tuition and increased debt loads for students.
An Arts degree, for example,
might leave a student with
debts in the range of $40,000.
According to Knowles, a
course of study like general
Arts, "has no clear direction,"
and that the four year university program will leave a student with a "debt load higher
at completion," than a one-year
college course which is designed for the employment
market.
Knowles said that the

Axworthy proposal with its
emphasis upon students carrying more of the cost of education may make students
more selective and, "More serious about the education
they become involved in."
Bob Raeburn, executive director of university relations
for the University of Manitoba said that the substantial
increase in fees is a major concern that will result in increased debt load for students.
Raeburn is concerned that
the, 'Debt load might have a
negative impact upon enrollment," as students choose not
to come to university.
Knowles also said that the
changes might open an
"Arena of challenge for enterprising institutions," as the
students look for better value
in their education.
The federal government intends to cut two billion in cash

transfers to post-secondary
institutions, leaving the provinces to come up with a replacement source of funding.
Goyan said the province will
be unable to replace the $110
million that Manitoba colleges
and universities normally receive from the federal government.
Manitoba students attending
university or college will have
to cover the loss with increased
tuition fees of about 140 per
cent.
Axworthy's proposal intends to take the 2 billion cut
from the federal government's
share of post-secondary education and use it as a fund for
increased availability of student loans.
School will be more expensive but more loans will make
it possible for students to afford education.
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Student Launches Attack Against Mandatory Health Plan
by Dustin Marks
and Annette Elvers
A Red River Community
College student plans to
operate on the college's new
student health insurance
program.
Graeme Keiller, a second
year Electronic Engineering
Technology student at the
college has launched a
campaign against the
mandatory health plan.
"Do they think we're not
adults or intelligent enough
to take care of this on our own
accord?" said Keiller.
"I remember when I was a
kid coming home with those
Blue Cross health forms and
you could choose whether or
not you wanted to sign up.
but no one ever forced it on
you," he added.
"At the beginning of the
last school year we started
talking about the proposed
health plan and two months
before the referendum we
held a media blitz with

posters, Projector articles and
TV advertising," said Gord
Fardoe, SA executive director.
"It was well advertised and
Keiller's a second year, why
didn't he or the student body
complain last year when the SA
wasadvertisingabout thehealth
plan?" said Computer
Technology student Daryl
Costen.
"I do not pay attention to
school politics," said Keiller,
who did not vote in the
referendum. "I was not aware
that this was happening," said
Keiller, adding that he did not
see any of the advertising.
Keiller said his concern is not
about whether health care is
necessary, but that it's
mandatory at the college, "It
was a big shock to me when I
saw my tuition slip and my
tuition was bumped up $75,"
said Keiller. "It's a forced issue,
it's a loss of freedom and
choice," he said, adding that,
"All my dollars are very
carefully looked afterand I don't
need the extra expense of health
care."
The insurance plan provides

extended health benefits from
prescription drugs and
ambulance services to smokers
patches and birth control pills.
Phyllis Law, manager of the
health centre, said the
antibiotics are the most
commonly used benefits for

of the cost is taken care of by the
plan while the student must
cover the other 20 per cent.
All other benefits on or off
campus are paid on a
reimbursement basis, but in
order to be reimbursed the
student must still have the

"I do notpay attention to school politics," said Keiller.
most college students who
have little regard for health
during studies, "A lot of
students get so busy with
school work they end up
gettingsickand they burnout."
"I think it's good that this
health program is made
available to students, it's just
that most students just don't
have the money," said Law.
"My main concern is about the
grey areas and the delay in the
drug cards."
Fardoe said eligible students
should receive a personalized
"Pay-Direct" drug card by
November.
When students present this
card to a pharmacist along with
their prescription, 80 per cent

money up front.
Costen said, "If the plan isn't
mandatory they might as well

just wipe it out completely."
Law and Fardoeboth agree
that if the plan wasn't
mandatory and was optional
to students the insurance fees
would soar.
"Out of all the options we
investigated, this was thebest
quote that we received,"
Fardoe replied.
Even though Keiller has
now collected over 100
signatures from students
opposing the new heal th plan,
(...continued next page...)

e was refused where`
Fardoe said then probably
won't be any changes to
the plan svithin the next
year or so.
"ICeiller can bring the
petition to the. SA's
attention at the next
student council meeting
on Oct.
20," said
Rummery, "We just want
to provide the best health
plan for students. if they
don't want it then we'll
have to be concerned about
it."
"This kind of plan has
been successful at many
other colleges and
universities across the
country, it's just that not
too many people have had
the chance to get use of the
benefits," said Fardoe,
because the plan only
began six weeks ago.
"Keiller is upset because

Beer Bash Goes Off Campus
by Tammy Melesko
An afternoon of music, a
few beers and a smoke is an
unlikely brew on Red River
College grounds.
Last Friday, the Students'
Association held a suitcase
bash at the Keewatin Street
Centre after plans to hold the
event in the South Gym on
Sept. 23 were canceled.
"It's kind of a hassle leaving
the college," said Commerce
and Industry student, Jerry
Sgrachan, adding that it,
"Would be more fun at the
college."
Students' Association
president Randy Rummery

campus]
ventilated
separately."
Until then, said Lindberg,
there are no plans to hold
events on Red River property
without smoking.
Not only does a nonsmoking event inconvenience
students, it "Forces students
to go outside," said Lindberg,
"putting undo stress on
security."
Shawn
Ottarson,
a
Commerce and Industry
student, suggested the SA offer
transportation to and from the
college and pre-sell tickets
through class reps.
"It would increase the
number of people turning out,"
said Ottarson.
Charmaine Chilton, first

TSTBROOK HOTEL
RRCC
SUIT CASE BASH

OCT

TO PM

SA Bash Goes to Keewatin Station Centre
year Administrative Assistant
student, said she agrees with
holding smoking events off
campus provided the SA is still

making money. Otherwise,
"They shouldn't bother."
The SA did not pay for use
of the Keewatin Street Centre.

Students' Association Calls For Student Input on Smoking Issue
by Timothy
Friesen

J.

Students will express
their opinions about the
new smoking policy in a
vote scheduled for Oct.
19.
"The board of
governors wants an
opinion, so we are going
to give them an opinion,"
said RoseAnna Schick,
chairperson of the
Student
Council

applied to opt out of the
plan and have his $75
returned, because even
though he's only{ taking
two courses our schedule
still considers him a fulltime student," said
Fardoe.
Students like Costen,
who already has coverage
through his wife, or who
have such coverage
elsewhere can be exempt
from the program if they
can provide proof.
"I'm quite upset that I
have to prove to them I'm
involved in another health
care program. That's my
personal life, that's
nothing to do with the
college," said Keiller.
don't give people
photocopies of my
MasterCard, why should
I give them a photocopy
of my health card?"

by Cam Dueck
Students enrolled
in
Cooperative
Education
programs BEWARE! Fees for
the program have been raised
and almost doubled in some
cases.
In the case of the Business
Administration program, the
cost for the co-op option, which
is not compulsory, rose from
$44.00 to $86.60 for the 94-95
year, without any changes to
the program.
The raise applies to both first
and second year students that
are using the program.
Students enrolled in
Administrative Assistant,
Chemical and Biology Science
Technology, Commercial
Baking,
Municipal
Engineering Technology,
Hotel and Restaurant
Administration,
and
Commercial
Cooking
programs are all affected by

the raise in fees.
The raise in fees is not the
only shock. Don Kennedy,
coordinator of cooperative
education:
business
administration, heard about
the hike in fees after a student
brought to his attention an
article in the Projector last
spring.
"I read about it in the
Projector. That was my first
knowledge of it," said
Kennedy.
The raise is set by college
management, "Typically the
coordinator has no input into
that decision," said Kennedy.
Rick Dykes, director of
financial services, defended
the raise in fees, "We're not
meant to earn money off the
backs of students," said Dykes.
"If everyone wants to spend
money, how do we raise it?
Achieving a balanced budget
at the end of the fiscal year is a
big challenge."
Dykes also referred to the
fact that government funding

was becoming scarce, and the
money had to come from
somewhere.
When questioned as to why
Kennedy had not been
informed by management
concerning the fees, Dykes
said, "Don is not one of my
staff. I can't honestly tell you
why that happened."
Dykes suggested that
students approach the
Students' Association on the
issue, "In terms of appealing,
there is no formal system. I
would not want to suggest to
you that the management of
the college will not listen to
students."
At least one student has
already complained to the
SA(no names are available.)
When asked about the
possibility of an appeal,
Kennedy said it was unlikely
that the management would
change their decision.
"I can appreciate the fact that
it is a significant increase."
Dykes said.

Renovations on Hold
by Julie Thompson

also prefers holding events like
the bash at the college, but
because smoking is not
permitted in the South Gym,
the Students' Association had
no choice except to relocate.
"We did the best we could do.
We offered students a place
where they could drink and
smoke," said Rummery. "We're
only five minutes away from
the college."
Although the turnout at the
Keewatin Street Centre was fair,
SA promotions and marketing
manager Dave Lindberg said it
lost momentum, "because the
23rd was canceled."
Lindberg hopes to see future
smoking beer bashes find their
home on campus, "The South
Gym is the only building [on

October /7, 1954411
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smoking policy committee.
opinions of students in favor mgular school hours.
so that they are
Thecommitteedecided that a of the smoking policy because
The ballot will also seek the wheelchair accessible,
student vote would allow all the previous attempt to gauge opinion of studentson smoking and will have students
concerned students to voice opinion, the anti-smoking at alcohol related events.
present to accommodate
their opinions about the policy petition circulated by
"We will lose money if those who are either
smoking policy.
Fiona Plumridge, only listed smolcing isnotallowed ata beer visually impaired, or
'ower to the people," said those people who opposed it. bash," said Schick.
have any questions or
Mechanical
Engineering
Students will express their
The committee decided not concerns.
student Benji Frost.
opinion on ballots distributed to allow voters to distinguish
Night students will
The decision for the vote was in this edition of the Projector. themselves as smokers, or non- have
to make sure that
made Oct. 5, during an urgent
Ballots will be collected smokers, because such a they meet votebefore the
committee meeting solely between8 am and 6 pm, Weds. distinction would not provide a booths close at 6 pm.
devoted developing a strategy Oct. 19, at the Buffalo and clear signal for the Board of
"Anofficia1
to provide the board with a fair Voyageur cafeterias, as well as Governors.
referendum on the issue
and honest gauge of support in Building J.
Logistics were also discussed may be the next step if
for each side of the issue.
The ballot will first ask for so that all students would have student opinion supports
The committee stressed the the views of students about access to the vote.
it," said coun. Jason
importance of hearing the smolcingin the buildingduring
Voting booths will be placed Kopytko.

The North Gym's workout
has been put on hold.
The proposed two million
dollar renovation of the gym
when financing from the
Infrastructure WorksProgram,
a federal capital works
program, was "unfortunately
unsuccessful," said Fausto
Yadao, dean of student affairs.
"The challenge for us now is
what can we do to repackage
the concept and sell it to other
funders," said Yadeo.
The original proposal had
four components: developing
a fitness area and free weight
room, additional men's
locker/ shower/washroom
facilities, an athletic injuries
clinic and additional and more
easily retractable bleachers.
"In our view we need to
develop better utilization,"
said Yadeo, to "Make the gym
more accessible to community
use."
"The main challenge is
how," he added.
There is interest in external
use of the gym for local events,
such as tournaments, and it is

used on a limited basis at
present.
The problem, said Yadao, is
the present bleachers are not ,
currently, easily retractable.
And in order to use the
bleachers, the equipment in the
weight room has to be
removed.
Red River Community
College is able to do this only
on a number of occasions, like
graduation, as the whole
process has to be planned
months in advanced.
It is not currently practical
to move the weight equipment
elsewhere on the campus for
safety reasons, "The weight
room needs constant
supervision, and for that
reason it needs to be near the
gym," said Yadao.
The original concept paper
had an addition on the
backside of the gym to
accommodate a fitness centre
on the ground floor.
This, plus additional
bleachers space, would have
made the gym attractive to
both local interests and the
1999 Pan Am Games
Committee, which, according
to Yadao, is trying to find
suitable sites for the Games.

Y

S
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0
0
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The North Gym--the same old place.
With all the Infrastructure
Works Program money
already allocated in Manitoba,
"The next step is plan B," said
Yadao.
entail
This
would
repackaging the concept to
approach other audiences, or
scaling down the project and
trying to approach other
funders.

"This is a long term project,"
said Yadao.
There was some initial
approval from the 1999 Pan
Am Games Committee before
the Games were awarded to
Winnipeg.
One option would be to go
to the Games Committee
directly and present the north
gym renovations as a scaled

down project to be funded by
them.
Whatever the long term
outcome, the Board of
Governors at their Sept. 28
meeting deemed the north
gym renovations worthy
enough for continued
exploration.

Red River Students Lend a Hand to the United Way
by Heather Mustard
the
And the winner is
United Way!
Red River's Students'
Association is taking on the U
of M and the U of W to see who
can raise the most funds for
the United Way.
'e have reached 40 per cent

of our goal," said SA president
Randy Rummery, with a
deadline of Oct. 21 to reach
their aim of $4100.
The SA's fundraising has
taken a varied approach since
they began their campaign
earlier this month.
Class rep's gathered cash
from their classmates to
donate; the biggest donation
got the free beer bash tickets.

!LC . 4 ..... .

Commerce and Industry
Sales students headed up by
class rep Maurice Tornupolski
won themselves free entry to
the Oct. 7 beer bash at
Keewatin Station.
On Oct. 12 the SA held a
Domino's pizza lunch, all
proceeds of that going to the
United Way.
The SA also teamed up with
the Winnipeg Jets to raise

1.1 ... fet i

tilt
444 .....

funds. The Jets donated tickets
to the United Way and were
sold through the SA. The SA
sold out of their allotment of
50 Jets tickets three times.
Even CITI FM's Shadoe
Davis pitched in at a live
remote at the college. Shadoe
passed the hat and raked in
$137 for the United Way.
Scott McFadden of the U of
M has been in touch with

till

1. 1'14

'Ili

I

Rummery about the drive, and
said that the drive was
progressing well at the
university, but Rummery is
still confident that the college
will win.
Rummery said he would
definitely like to see this fundraiser continued next year, and
he is very pleased with the
results so far.
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is Red
Community
River
student
College's
newspaper. It is
published by the RRCC
Students' Association
approximately 18 times
from September to May,
usually every second
Monday.
The Projector

The Projector's mandate

is to provide fair and
balanced coverage of
issues and events of
interest to RRCC
students. Any interested
students are invited to
contribute.
Letters to the editors are
welcome on any subject,
but must be signed. The
Projector reserves the
right to edit for good
taste, length, and
legality.
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Wednesday, Oct. 19 from
8:00am to 6:00pm.
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3 locations on campus •
- outside Buffalo(by info booth)
- Outside Voyageur
- beside Otto's(bIdg..J)
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"Not too much. I come frorri
Europe with it's long history of recycling. We need
boxes everywhere—even for
The Projector In Europe,
there's boxes for bottles,
cans, and newspapers. I feel
three-quarters of recyclables
go in the garbage here because no one cares ."

5

OR
Fill out questionaire in The Projector, and
return to SA office(RM DM20) by Friday,
Oct. 21. Results will be presented at Board
of Governors meeting on Oct. 26
,

Industrial Electronics
(One Year Program)

:V: • •
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"I don't know. I put my juice
bottles in the trays, but other
than that not very much. It
seems OK because all the bins
are right there at the cafeteria doors. If you're too lazy
to turn around, there's something wrong with you."
Todd Milner

?MM.
›.;:;:,;?.>/:•1

Questionaires available on this date. ALL
STUDENTS: :Last chance to voice your
opinion on the smokmg policy

.

"I use them when I can It's
a good idea to have them in
The Cave because that's
where everyone is. Bins in
class for scrap paper would
be a good idea and it would
make students more aware
of recycling."
Mike Romanow
Business Administration
Year One

'S..

,: ,;:,
Smoking Policy 4., ., ,
.
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"As much asl can. I do it a lot
if I can find them—if they're'
there. I try to anyway& Actually, there's not enough
bins, really. In the classrooms
a lot of stuff ends up in the
garbage."
Megan Wilson
Aboriginal Adult Education
Upgrading
(One Year Program)
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results
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Remember the phrase The
China Syndrome?
It was used to describe what
would happen if the core of a
nuclear reactor 'went critical'.
'Critical' means the plutonium core fission's uncontrollably into a bubbling, superhot blob of radioactive goop. It
then burns through the bottom of the reactor containment
chamber and keeps going until it reaches China.
Of course, it's just a theory.
What I'd like to propose is
that there is a new kind of
China Syndrome.
The new China Syndrome is
defined by the willingness of
the western industrialized democracies, including Canada,
to go out of their way to avoid
offending the government of
The Peoples Republic of China.
How does the west do this?
Well, the west avoids any
public mention of Chinese
human rights abuses, avoids
mentioning the Chinese invasion and occupation of Tibet,
and never, ever mentions the
words Tiananmen Square.
And what do the western
countries receive for their
'tact'?
Of late, quite a bit. I guess.
As one of the five permanent members of the United
Nations (UN) Security Council, China can veto any action
that the UN might want to take.
But lately China has been
willing to abstain from voting
on some big issues, such as
military ones.
This has allowed the UN to
take military
ry action when a big
aggressive country has in-

,.
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The editors can be
contacted in Trailer K,
(near the west student
parking lot), through the
Students' Association
office, or by calling 6322479. For advertising
information, please call
632-2375 or FAX 6327896.

by Todd K. Besant

doesn't, is evil. Capitalism no
vaded and occupied a smaller time.
Somewhat like that sham- longer requires the mask of deneighbor that the larger country believes it has some his- poo commercial, "If I tell two mocracy."
Maybe the Chinese know
friends and then they tell two
: nric claim to
Like China and Tibet. I mean, friends and so on and so nn " this?
Hey, it's only a thr'nrv.
At best, what this quiet inIraq and Kuwait.
fluence style can do is create
Okay, easy shot.
pockets of dissidents.
But the most important thing
that the west receives is freer Who usually end up arrested.
Or, it encourages visitors
access to China's burgeoning
economy. Under Deng not to return to China if they
Xiaoping's leadership, China are able to travel to the west.
Which is what happened
has been consistently moving
towards a market driven last March, when a member
of the SEPI delegation
economy.
The response to The Projector's
And for the west, the temp- "elected not to return as smoking policy survey was, ah,
tation of 1.2 billion consumers scheduled".
light. We received only 32 balis hard to resist.
Can you say the words po- lots. Fifteen from students, full
And of course, there is a Red litical asylum?
or part-time, and 17 from staff.
River Community College conI'm not going to suggest that Only one person was caught
nection to all this.
the college not be involved in trying to stuff the ballot box.
On Friday Oct. 14 College these exchange programs. If Next time, don't write the same
President Tony Knowles and it's not RRCC it would be thing on each ballot using the
two other college representa- some other institution.
same pen. And maybe try writtives left for China to visit the
But we should be aware of ing left-handed. As the StuShenyang Electrical Power In- a few things.
dents' Association is doing a
stitute (SEPI). SEPI trains techFirst, don't expect Pizza Hut similar poll (see page 6 or visit
nicians and business people to to do forChina what it did for the SA office), it seems like a
work for the Northeast Power Russia.
good time to publish our meaCorporation, essentially the
China has usually been able ger results. Maybe people will
equivalent of Manitoba Hydro. to assimilate outside influ- be a little more motivated to
The college has a reciprocal ences and any impact we have participate. And yes, we are all
agreement with SEPI in which on Chinese society will be lim- tired of the smoking policy.
the college helps with training ited.
in microcomputers and the
Another is although it isn't
New Policy
like.
likely that Canada will make
2
What the college gets back is a habit of gumming up its
Old Policy
an enhanced international tank treads with students, we
reputation and a grant from shouldn't underestimate any
9
the Canadian International influence Chinese attitudes
One ventilated
Development Agency (CIDA) may have on us.
smoking area
to pay for the trip.
And finally, remember it's
15
Part of the use of these ex- all about money.
Other (smoking
changes is that it allows each
I found what I think is the
side to see how the other half best explanation on the cornoutdoors or in cars)
lives.
ics page of the Winnipeg Sun
3
And because the most con- a few months ago.
Old policy or one
tentious issues, such as human
The Arlo and Janis comic
ventilated smoking area
rights and Tibet can be men- read: "In the new world or3
tionedprivately, it is felt that der, the dollar is the overt
change can come about in arbiter. What the dollar likes
Total
China slowly, one person at a is inherently good, what it
32
:): %

offices
were once in the
projection booth near the
South Gym, This is
where the 26 year old
Projector got its name.
The Projector

A different kind of China Syndrome

met up with a peeping Tom in
a women's washroom on
campus on July 27, her
complaints went largely
ignored by campus security.
Short of a walk of the area
where the incident occurred,
security refused to help her
search for the assailant,
allowing him to easily get
away.
And Krywenko's "wanted"
postersdescribing the incident
were taken down shortly after
they were put up, despite having been approved by Students' Association President,
Randy Rummery.
So now the assailant roams
free, with full license to attack
at least one more time, perhaps doing more damage, the
next time.
Maybe his next victim will
be an unsuspecting 15 or 13
year-old girl, without the guts
to fight back, as did Krywenko.
The priorities of our Justice
system are surely upsidedown.
For some inexplicable
reason, the criminals continue
to be protected while the
innocent are being sacrificed.
Something must change.
Perhaps the Charter of
Rights needs to be amended.
The rights of the victim have
to start taking priority over the
rights of the criminal.

man it knew to be dangerous,
while an unsuspecting child
was literally dropped into his
Staring at a newspaper lair.
And so once again, the rights
photograph of 13-year-old
Sarah Kelly the other night, I of the lawbreaker have surfound myself apologizing passed the rights of the victim.
Tracy Walsh was another
silently to her.
As if I had some control over casualty of a system that is
this innocent child's tragic overly protective of criminals
and negligent of victims.
death.
She was one of two teens
Realistically, I had no
raped and left to die by Edwin
control.
I didn't even know she ex- Dennis Proctor, on October 18,
isted. Nor did I know her killer, 1979.
Walsh waited almost 15 years
Robert Bliss Arthurson, exfor her voice to be heard in
isted, until after the murder.
But as an adult member of court, to testify what Proctor
our sometimes blind society, I did to her that night.
And so the criminal has fifelt somewhat responsible for
the fate
of this harmless, de- nally been found guilty of his
''a
'''
fenseless child - simply crimes.
•
But the victims had to enbecause adults are supposed
dure a fifteen year sentence
to protect children.
And administrators of our before justice was done.
Why?
Justice System should feel
Because Proctor was not
doubly responsible.
Because the Justice System mentally fit to be tried,
is supposed to protect innocent possibly suffering from a
variety of mental disorders.
people.
Trying him earlier would
Aurthurson's pedophile
tendencies were not made have infringed on his constitupublic to The Pas community, tional rights.
Let's go a little closer to
because the Charter of Rights
prevents police from publicly home.
I assume most of you are
identifying a person who has
not been charged with an of- aware of the sexual harassment
incident that took place at our
fense.
The system was protecting college over the summer.
But when Debbie Krywenko
the "constitutional rights" of a

-
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'I don't because I don't buy
stuff here. I guess there are
enough bins, but they could
be in more popular spots—
more open in the hallways.
I'm not sure: Are there any
in the Voyaguer cafeteria?"

Judith Can
Business
Year

Geoff Page
Electrical Engineering
Technician
Year Two
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by Anthonie Koop

Here's a question for you. If
you knew it would cost you
upwards of $20,000 to attend
Red River College for two
years, would you still be here?
How about those of you who
have been to University, would
you have been as willing to get
that Arts or Science degree if it
meant spending $40,000 to
$50,000?
Well, if Human Resources
Minister Lloyd Axworthy gets
his way, in a few years that
sort of decision will be a reality
for Canadians considering any
post-secondary education.
In his "discussion" paper, released October 4, Axworthy
proposes a plan which would
see the Federal Government
canceling those transfer payments to the provinces which

you graduate! So come on down
and start yourlifeof debt today! "
I don't know about you, but

are used for education. The
money, something like 2.1 billion dollars would then be used
to establish a huge student loan
fund.
The result would be a fundamental change in the way universities and colleges are
funded in this country. Institutions will see provincial
funding slow to a trickle and
will be forced to support themselves on the backs of paying
students.
But, don't fear, don't let the
prospect of your tuition doubling or tripling worry you.
Because Uncle Lloyd has it all
figured out — he'll loan you
the money. I can see the television commercials now, "Looking for a university degree, want
a college diploma? Then c000rne
on down to your student loan
centre, and we will put you in
school. No money down, no interest and you don't pay a cent until

the prospect of graduating
with a $40,000 or $50,000 debt
would have definitely made
me think twice about going to
university. How many of you
would still be in school?
There are other aspects of this
proposed change that are troubling. For example, what will
happen to the educa tionalstandards of our universities and
colleges?
This year, during the first year
of the Business Administration
course here at the College,
something like 40 per cent of
the students will drop out.
Meaning 40 per cent of the students who enrolled could not
achieve the standards necessary to complete the course.
Now, if the college were dependent upon the tuition those
students paid, do you think
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In response to Graeme
Keiller's October 11 letter in
the Winnipeg Free Press, some
points in his argument require
clarification.
The student health plan at
Red River community college
was voted on in a college-wide
referendum in April, 1994. Of
the 500 students who participated, three quarters voted in
favor of the plan. When they
voted, students were aware
that the plan is mandatory,
unless they have other coverage.
Oral contraceptives are not
a "mandate" of the plan. Instead, they are one of the many
options that are covered by the
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plan, when prescribed by a
doctor.
The fee of $75 is not excessive; in fact it is better value
than many other comparable
health plans. As with any insurance plan, the fee is charged
to provide students with
comprehensive coverage, and
is intended to save students
money during the school year.
The Students' Association
believes that every student is
entitled to extended health
care.Students agreed with this
belief when they voted for the
plan last April.
Finally, I would like to reassure Mr. Keiller and all students that my door is always
open for comments and
suggestions. Even though Mr.
Keiller informed our o ffice that
he chose not to vote in last

employable.
Axworthy has given Canadians three months to discuss
his proposals and determine if
there are better sol utions. And,
so its up to us to force the issue.
Students need to ask how the
federal government will prevent the spectre of a $50,000
debt from being a crushing
obstacle to middle and lower
class Canadians. Students
need to force the issue of standards, need to push the federal government to find a way
to ensure that provinces monitor their quality of education.
Don't let the government push
through these changes
unchallenged, if not for yourself, do it to ensure that your
children will have the same
opportunities that you did.
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April's referendum, I welcome
his advice and input with
respect to the health, and all
other issues on campus.
Yours truly,
Randy Rummery
President
RRCC Students' Association

An opportunity for
clarification
Dear Editors,
While I did enjoy being interviewed by The Projector
staff for your last edition, I
would like to be allowed the
time to clarify a point that I
was trying to get across.
Asa Workers Compensa tion

Board (WCB) sponsored student, I have several extra
problems that I must deal with
in addition to going to school.
First, myself and others are
older, so we have many extra
diversions in our lives besides
going to school. Families, responsibility, hobbies, physiotherapy, etc. Secondly, most of
us grew up when smoking was
acceptable, not a taboo issue
where society as a whole can
point to us and say "shame."
The irony of all this is that
the very people who say shame
are the very people who profit
from the tax surcharge that I
must pay as a smoker. Health
care, education, the government as a whole.
My point is this. There are
several institutes in Winnipeg
that would be more than happy
to have the extra funding that

Smoking Policy Questionaire
I
i
n
YES
NO

A) Should Red River's campus be completely
smoke-free up to the surrounding sidewalks?
S

Should smoking be permitted in a designated
outdoor area(s)?
a

Should smoking be permitted in a properly
ventilated indoor area(s)?
B) Should smoking be permitted at
alcohol-related or special events, in the South
Gym?

Suggestions

education, and that I would be

"%.1.,
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To the Editors:

$60,000 in student loans, I'd
damn well hope that my
money would buy a quality
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Health plan hassle

they would let 40 per cent of
their paying customers drop
out or would they lower the
standards to ensure that they
pleased all their customers. I
think even those Business Administration drop outs could
figure out the answer to that
one.
A week or so ago, on CBC
Radio's Cross Canada Checkup, host Rex Murphy asked
his guest Axworthy how the
federal government would
maintain standards in postsecondary institutions. All
Axworthy could do was
mumble something about constitutional rights and provincial jurisdiction and then
change the subject. Answer,
the federal government can't
or won't do anything about
this problem. I think students
should be concerned.
If I were going to end up accumulating $50,000 or even

a

YES

NO

DOWTATTEND .
a

the WCB provides. Firstly
hassle free tuition's. Secondly
the WCB students are not exactly starving, so in a academic
environment we as a unit have
a considerable monetary clout.
We buy lunch, drink coffee,
support the campus stores and
to a degree support extra curricular activities. For all the
economic gain, all we really
require is a place to rest and
relax with our cigarettes. At
RRCC, this respite has been
taken away. Now we have to
stand outside and have our
smoke.
When the weather starts to
deteriorate, or we are forced to
march out to the sidewalks, I
have to wonder who will be
held accountable for the extra
damage that my knees will
sustain. The WCB has established my claim against RRCC
or the "board" because although they have provided me
with rest facilities, my "drug
addiction" will prevent me
from using them. I get the
feeling that a "thin skull"
provision will apply to this
situation.
The liberals have given everybody so many rights that I
think that soon enough the
shysters will be able to figure
out a way that "we all have
rights - yet nobody has any
rights" and the status quo will
revert back to sanity. OOPS I
meant Non mentally challenged.
Darrel Kroeker
BA1-3
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Drop your letter to the
Editors at the Students'
Association office or at
Trailer K

Have Association, will
travel.
The
Students'
Association offices may
be moving in next to the
C Tower if the Manitoba
government gives the nod
to partially fund the
estimated $2 million in
construction.
"It'd be nice to have a
facility which is more
centralized and useful for
the students," said Gord
Fardoe, SA executive
director.
The construction would
be apart of an "Integrated
Sc Centralized Student
Services" project that
would see several offices
moved into the closed-in
area directly north of C
Tower.
At present student
services are scattered all
over the campus: the SA
offices are in building D,

October p iggiM
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'Projector
A, and the job centre,
counseling and tutorial
services are on separate floors
in C Tower.
This project is hoped to
create a 'one-stop' service area
for the students.
The SA office space in
building D would be taken
over by the Projector which is
currently located in Trailer K,
next to the 3W studentparlcing

lot.
According to SA executive
director Cord Fardoe, the
project may also include new
office space for the campus
radio station CMOR, and the
college's job centre. A second
level could •also house the
registration and Continuing
Education offices.
If the project goes through,
students will likely be
shouldering $150,000 to
$250,000 of the cost through
the Students'UnionBuilding
(SUB) fund.
The SUB Fund draws $20
per student through tuition
and raises $80,000 to $100,000

At 8:20am, Tuesday,
September 14th,

pmen
study is bent
together outlining the
purpose and the possible
costs of the project.
Butuntil the provincial
government makes a
decision, the entire
project is "very
conceptual" said
administrative services
executive director Norm
Konowalchuk.
"The college has a

S.A. President Randy Rummery
challenged the two local
universities to raise Pier
student for the United Way.
That day RRCC students
donated over $100 towards our
goal of$4100. Lets make sure
we beat the U of M and the U of
'Donate your spare change to
the big red "COIN THING"
located in The Ox. Show
Winnipeg that Red River
students are crazy for the
United Way and give a loonie.

mandate to double it's
enrollment and services
must be improved to
meet student needs,"
said Fardoe.
SA president Randy
Rummery said that a
move would be a good

idea but that it's not very
likely to happen this
year.
"It'sprettyfar down on
the Icollege's1 list of
priorities,"
said
Rummery. "I'm guessing
that it'll be shelved this
year."

Recycling Gets Trashed
by Nadia Moharib
Students who make efforts
to be environmentally friendly
choosing to toss their empties
in the recycle bins probably
don't know that the recycled
bottles end up in the trash.
Glen MacRae, building
services manager confirmed
that while cans are being
recycled the glass bottles are
not.
At present, the building
services said they aren't
responsible.
According to MacRae, the
initiative for the recycling bins
was proposed last November
by the Students' Association.
Building services donated
$500 cash and provided the
large signs to indicate the bins,
located in the Voyager, the
Cave and the Buffalo cafeterias.
But MacRae said, "Don't put
the onus on us, we backed them
up 100 per cent but our
involvement is supposed to be
nil."
"Now I'll just throw bottles
in the garbage, and save them
the trouble of trashing them. If
they're not going to recycle
then they could do something
more productive with that
space like put in another
pinball machine," said
Antonio Capizzi, a Business
Admin. student.
"I don't have any proof that
the bottles aren't being
recycled. Why would someone

take so much time, providing
two separate containers only
to put it in the same trash
anyhow?" said Harpal Sidhu.
Last week an upset services
worker approached Schick,
complaining that he had to
empty the bins.
"I'm glad he brought it to
my attention, it's obviously
been overlooked," said Schick.
"This si tua tion is d ue to very
unusual circumstances. The
information got lost in the staff
transitions," said Gord Fardoe,
SA executive director.
Fardoe found a copy of an
agreement between the
entrepreneurs' club and the
SA, giving full responsibility
to the club to take care of the
recycling.
Rodney
Blanchette,
president of the entrepreneurs'
club said he was uninformed
of the club's recycling
responsibility by the former
president.
However, in the signed
agreement the club would
recycle all bottles and old
issues of the Projector,
retaining all proceeds, and a
payment of $20 monthly from
the SA. The only problem
being - that agreement expired
June 1994.
Blanchette is unaware of any
plans to continue.
"If Todd Scalletta, former SA
executive director was still here
it would work. He had big
plans to hire physically
challenged people to pick up
the stuff," said MacRae.
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Doubts about how much debt a degree is worth

Recycling bins, or are they...?

Students Drink to Win
by Wendy Williamson
"Drink your way through
school."
It's not what you think, it's
the new slogan to attract
collegeand university students
to drink milk.
The Manitoba Milk
Producers' Marketing Board

launched the new promotion
for the first time ever to RRCC
and the Universities of
Winnipeg, Manitoba, and
Brandon at the beginning of
this school year.

From Sept. 15 to Oct. 7 every
time students purchased white

or chocolate milk from a Versa
campus outlet they received a
ballot to fill out to win valuable
prizes with a grand prize of
$2000 towards tuition.
The contest was a success
according to Carol Ploen of the
Manitoba Milk Producers'
Marketing Board, "For some
reason in the past we've left
out or missed the college and
universities when it comes to
promoting milk. But the
response has been very
positive."
Dave Lindberg a.k.a.

us Ns is so

"Lindy," the marketing and
promotions manager of the
Students' Association was
amazed how many people
actually drink milk, "From 8-9
in the morning everyone
drinks coffee. But, from 9
o'clock on it's milk until about
2 in the afternoon?'
Lindberg was busy the last
few weeks spotting milk
drinkers and giving away milk
pens and milk t-shirts.
At press time, the name of
the grand prize winner—a U
of 1AI student— had not been
released.

October 17, 19,94
by Joanne Ouellette
It has never been easy to
accept a strong woman into
the political arena.
When Sharon Carstairs was
appointed leader of
Manitoba's Liberal Party a
Winnipeg Free Press reporter
invited her to lunch.
The reservations were made
at the men-only Manitoba club,
where Carstairs said the
reporter characteristically met
with all the newpolitical
leaders.
"That's fine," she responded,
"I guess we'll be meeting in
the women's lunch room."
The lunch appointment was
changed to Dubrovnik's.
Sharon Carstairs has caught
many people off guard with
her strong style, wit, and new
ideas, including herself.
When the 1983 Liberal
Leadership convention was
first called Bill Ridgeway was
the only major contender.
Carstairs did not see how
Ridgeway fit the role of a much
needed strong leader and
began searching for another
male candidate.
Initially, Carstairs did what
she claims many other women
would have done—
overlooking her own abilities
because of her gender.
"After diligently searching
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The Lady In Red

for several weeks to no avail I
decided, at my husband's
suggestion, to run for the job
myself," states Carstairs in her
autobiography Not One of the

Boys.
As one of few women in such
a high-profile position in
politics, Carstairs recognizes
the implications—if a woman
makes a mistake or does
something wrong it is
highlighted.
According to Carstairs, for
men it is easy to pass off the
bad male politicians because
there are plenty of good ones
to compare them to.
On the positive side Carstairs
noted that "there is a
tremendous receptivity to
women in politics today"
simply because society has
made it so.
"There are lots of fabulous
women who can also do the
job," said Carstairs. "If we as
women fail to make use of their
talent, why should we expect
others to do so?"
Carstairs was able to do the
job. She considers the
rebuilding of the Manitoba
Liberal Party as one of her
greatest accomplishments.
However, Carstairs does not
look back at her political career
in Manitoba as an entirely
successful one.
There are issues that she
addressed but was not able to
bring about change, "I wasn't

able to make people
understand," the need for
more academic funding, said
Carstairs.
But now Carstairs has
anotheropportunity to make a
difference, as a senator.
when
reaction
The
Manitoba's Lady in Red
received her appointment was
not solely a positive one.
Carstairs was automatically
attacked for accepted the
appointed position which she
spoke up against in the years
past, however Carstairs still
plans to make the most of the
position.
She has always admired the
senators who have taken on a
cause. Using her own personal
experience as a guide she hopes
to aid those who are also
suffering by taking a stand
against child abuse.
Carstairs hopes that her
lobbying ef forts will be a major
step towards making children
and women's issues more
dominant in the political arena.
When asked if she has
already opened doors for
women her simple response
was, "I hope so."
Carstairs stressed the
pressure of being a women in
politics goes beyond fund
raising, "Since there are so few
of us we make a heavy impact.
I hope that I did not make it
worse."
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NEE I A PLACE TO RELAX,
INE RN SMOHE IN COMFORT?
Then why don't you visit these friendly locations and
enjoy their hospitality.
Route
90 Restaurant
550 Century (located behind the Airline Hotel)
775-6948

saltsburY
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TREASURE CHEST,
WE WROTE THE BOOK ON SAVINGS"

Check out the
LARGEST burger in
town called the

Sebastian!
A.M.

Hours are from 6:30

-

4

P.M.

Westbrook Inn

Sun Valley
Restaurant

64 Keewatin St./Tel:633-6204

Come for our daily lunch
specials(12-2:00) for only
$3.00 or check out our
October 20th evening
entertainment of "MACLEAN
& MACLEAN".

4 3 3 OakPoint Hwy.

for
MANITOBA THERAPEUTIC DONOR
INSEMINATION PROGRAM

50% on dining, travel, shopping, movies, theatre,
sports and more. Whatever your idea of fun, you
too can half-it-all year long.

house

Come and visit our location at
1800 King Edward (near the college)
and/or visit any one of our other
locations in Winnipeg. For extra savings
look inside your Survival Guide for your
discount coupon.

REQUIRED

Entertainment• coupon books save you up to

We offer you professionally prepared
meals at a reasonable price!

Tel: 633-5301

Due to the smoking policy currently in
effect on campus, these above mentioned
locations are more than happy to
welcome smokers and non-smokers to
enjoy a beverage and/or a meal in a
relaxed atmosphere.
5.4.41441
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Prince gets the funk out!
New Power Generation
- 1-800 New Funk
(Attic)

y Andrea McDonald
1-800 New Funk is a compilation reflecting the "2 years of
hard work and pin" endured
by the disc's producer, Prince.
His purpleness, Prince, or the
artist formerly known as, has
put together a very impressive
recording showcasing the talents
of his various eclectic back-up

performers and musical mentors,
ranging from Nona Gaye (daughter of
Marvin Gaye), Mavis Staples (who
appeared on his previous disc Diamonds
and Pearls)and the fa ther of psychedelic
Funk, George Clinton.
Even though Prince's name does not
appear on the disc, as the artist the
sound of synthesizers and electric guitars give the recording a typical Prince
flavour. Prince does appear as a background vocalist, under the pseudonym
Ricky P.
This disc combines the sounds of
Prince's previous discs Little Red Cor-

vette and Purple Rain.
The music is upbeat with funky da nce
rhythms and memorable lyrics - who
else could make a song like "Minneapolis" work?
The disc not only contains fun dance
music, but a message as well.
"2Gether", performed by NPG, is one
of these such songs. The track offers a
solution to gang violence resulting in
death.
Although very studio refined, this
disc - a mixture of dance, funk, jazz
and gospel - is definitely worth a listen.
fff

Lovett settling for less?
Lyle Lovett - I Love Everybody
(MCA)
by Heather Monette
Could this title be a metaphor for
Lyle Lovett's life plan? You be the
judge.
This easy-listening combination of
Blues, R&B, Country and Bluegrass
ballads is arguably Lovett's best effort
to date.
The opening lyrics to the first cut on
sideoneentitled, "Skinny Legs", sound
eerily like a statement on the sing/
songwriter's self-image. In fact there
are several cuts on the CD that appear
to have been written with therapeutic
intent.
Listen carefully to "They Don't Like
Me". The melody is upbeat enough,
but the lyrics seem to portray Lovett in
a self-deprecating manner. However,
he appears to be an artist accepting of
his lot in life.
In "Fat Babies", the second cut on

side one, Lovett sings: "fat babies have
no pride and that's ok, who needs
pride." The lyrics continue with: "I
like you cause you like me, and you
don't like much, but that's ok." It
sounds like settling for less than one
deserves, doesn't it? (Makes you wonder how and where Julia fits in to the
big picture!I
Lyrically speaking, Lovett is solely
responsible for all but two songs on the
CD, and on those he teamed up with
lyricist Eric Taylor. Although Lovett's
poetic talents have never been in question, one cannot overlook his talents as
a guitarist and singer.
His personal style and diversity only
add to the versatility and uniqueness
of his shy southern gentleman with the
trademark hair and face.
There are no surprises here, and
Lovett fans will not be disappointed.
This newest collection delivers in every way.: .1 .11

Wood faces chopping block
Baptist ministers, who insist that the
cast and crew be baptized before production begins.
Wood also gains some financial backTo most people, the name Edward D. ing through the fading star power of
Wood, Jr. is synonymous with the title friend and actor Bela Lugosi (Martin
of "The Worst Filmmaker of All Time"; Landau, in an utterly convincing perfor others, the director of such epics as formance). The aging honor star is
Glen Or Glenda and Plan 9 From Outer initially employed as the unwitting
Space represents somethi ng far greater. narrator for Wood's transvestite opus
Tim Burton definitely subscribes to Glen Or Glenda.
the latter category of thought; his latest
The developing friendship of Wood
project, Ed Wood, is a loving tribute to and Lugosi lies at the heart of the film.
the late director, filmed in evocative While Wood is a perpetual Hollywood
black and white.
outsider, Lugosi is an exile, a former
Through an energetic performance star who is spurned by the industry as
by Johnny Depp, Wood is revealed as a a washed-up junkie. Together the pair
filmmaker with a passion for film that form a strange, but enduring alliance.
is only rivalled by his fetish for angora.
Burton deals frankly with his subject
Rather thanbeing the result of simple matter; Lugosi's morphine addiction
ineptness, Wood's films are presented and Wood's transvestismareboth open
as efforts of supreme compromise. Ed subjects in the film. Lugosi is seen as
Wood hilariously documents the late one of Hollywood's great tragic figdirector's struggles to bring his films to ures, and his story provides a strong
the screen without the luxury of a bud- emotional under-current to Wood's
get.
comical antics.
Through a number of bizarre
Depp's character is presented in a
schemes, Wood manages to scrape more optimistic light than Landau's,
some cash together. Plan 9 is funded by as Burton focuses only on the director's

by Dan LeMoal

early years. In real
life, Wood would
suffer like Lugosi.
After his film career
was in ruins, Wood
provided for himself
by writing pornographic novels under
a number of identities. He died a destitute alcholic in 1978,
at age 54.
Bill
Murray,
Patricia Arquette,
and Sarah Jessica
Parker round out a
first rate cast in Tim
Burton's most resonating work to date.
Burton chooses to
show Ed Wood in his
finest hour, as a man
who would make
movies at any cost (or
lack thereof). His
ambition is inspiring
to any would-be
filmmaker.
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When a Tiger changes its' stripes
by Aileen Goos
When the Tigers no longer roar...
After almost a decade of pumping
out radio-formulated songs with
Canadian popstersGlass Tiger, vocalist
Alan Frew is poised for a solo attack.
Fans who followed the band since
their debut smash hit "Don't Forget
Me When I'm Gone" may be turned off
by the more mature approach on Frew's
solo effort Hold On. The reaction to the
departure is one Frew said he and
producer John Jones (Duran Duran)
weren't preoccupied with.
"John and I didn't talk about radio
and airplay," said Frew. "I really
believe that this is the kind of record
that takes time."
"The first time the President of the
record company heard it, he wasn't
sure," recalled Frew. "But then he
listened to it again and said the hairs
on the back of his neck stood straight
up. He's compared it to sending your
son away to become a doctor and he
comes back a lawyer."
Hold On not only marks Frew's solo
debut, but his debut as a co-producer
as well.
"I know my limitations as a
producer," Frew said. "John is involved
in the technical side of things. Whereas,
I feel, I use emotions."
The experience of making a solo disc
after being in a successful band wasn't
intimidating for Frew. Years of writing
the majority of Glass Tiger's songs
provided the confidence Frew needed
to venture out as a solo artist.
"There almost wasn't a Glass Tiger,"
Frew said. "At the last minute, the
record company wanted to sign me as
a solo artist. But I don't regret it. There
was a lot of love for Glass Tiger"
After tension began to build within
Glass Tiger, Frew decided to tell his
bandrnates at a performance in Ottawa
that he wasn't going to record another
disc with them. He said the decision
wasn't sparked after drummer Michael
Hanson's departure in late 1988.
"It became very tedious," Frew said.
"My voice was just another
instrument."
Although Frew did collaborate with
former Glass Tiger keyboardist Sam
Reid, Frew said a possible Glass Tiger
reunion is highly unlikely.
Frew said the maturity in his lyrics
was drawn upon from different
sources.
A single father of two who grew up
in a very hostile part of Scotland, Frew
explained the first single "Healing
Hands" as a song with a message that
Frew tried to give some hope to.
"I grew up in a gang mentality. I
know there's a resolve," Frew said.

"I'm very aware of it. As a
father, if I ever lost my son,
it would kill me. But it
would be even worse if I
ever lost him to something
as stupid as a gang."
Being in a band as successful as Glass Tiger had
its moments. On Simple
Mission, Frew was afforded
the opportunity to sing with
Rod Stewart on a track
called "My Town" - a song
Frew wrote that Stewart
wanted to buy. The partnership came about after
Stewart was given a plaque
stating that he was the first
artist to sing in the Skydome.
When Stewart was informed that Frew sang at
the opening ceremonies,
Stewart gave the plaque to
Frew.
And though there were
numerous highlights Frew
cited, the demands made on
the band tore Frew away
from the things that mean
the most to him: friends and
family. Frew said that
though many people believe
that the track "So Blind" is
about a love affair, he explained that it's about the
anguish he had to go
through and the sacrifices
that were made, like having
to watch his son grow up
from a distance.
The road to success for
many musicians is pitted
with sorrow - it's a story
Frew knows only too well.
While in England working on Hold On , Frew's close
friend Stephen MacNamee,
who Frew dedicated
thisproject to, was dying of
cancer.
kept telling Stephen that
I was going to come home,"
recalled Frew. "But he
would tell me not to . Needless to say, I didn't make it
back in time."
If MacNamee's death
"There was a lot of love for Glass Tiger"
wasn't traumatic enough
for Frew, midway
through a Canadian tour to
promote Hold On, Frew lost manager,
Gary Pring - a person Frew regularly longer career doing this."
Hanson said she always loved jazz
referred to as his "second dad."
'standards" because the music was
Though Frew's tour was
rescheduled to allow him time to 'Blatant, yet hidden" and the themes
mourn, Frew said he was adamant were so universal.
She grew up listening to jazz with her
about returning.
"Gary was a very sweet man. This lather, citinghimasoneof her influences.
" I ' m
was his album, too," Frew said. "I
had to get out and do this for him." Influenced by
"I just want to
everybody and
nobody, mostly
that it's fate."
whoever I'm
listening to at
Hanson started out with a local the time," Hanson said, adding that she
band, Jenerator, and landed a job especially enjoys moody singers like
doing backup with Glass Tiger during Chet Baker and Mark Murphy.
Hanson doesn't perform any of her
their 1991 Canadian and European
tour to promote Simple Mission. own music - she knows the ability to
Hanson can be seen in the video for write her own material is in her, it's just
a matter of waiting for the desire to
"Rhythm of Your Love".)
Near the end of 1992, Hanson made come out.
Hanson performs a lot of "obscure"
the jump from rock to jazz.
"I wanted to leave rock while I still songs that should have been hits but
liked it and people still liked me," never were.
Hanson said. "I knew I would have a

Changing the sound of Jazz
by Tobi O'Hara

"*”
..44
Tha., aattglar.
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When most people think of jazz, very
rarely is Winnipeg mentioned as a
hotbed.
Unfortunately, they are missing out
on one very well-kept secret: Jennifer
Hanson.
The talented Flin Flon native is more
likely to be tied to rock than jazz, but is
definitely changing her tune, as well
as everyone else's.

"I don't improvise or embellish,"
said Hanson. "I just make it my
own and sing songs like they were
meant to be taken."
Hanson currently fronts the
Jennifer Hanson Quartet, consisting
of Larry Roy on guitar, Gilles
Fournier on bass, and Rob Siwik on
drums.
Roy is
Hanson's
sing, beyond
musical
partner
w h o
Hanson said "really helped me a
lot, musically."
"He's introduced me to a lot of
music," Hanson smiled.
Catch the Jennifer Hanson
Quartet at the Sheraton Hotel
Thursday evenings in October and
Wednesdays in November. It's a
show you can't miss.
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The Cemetery Club: a comedy with a little
sadness interwoven

Ms GEorerfaiomenr

October/7, WAD

A case of show and tell

by Crystal Jorgenson

productions, the Theatre also runs
educational workshops and young
audience shows in local schools.
The Cemetery Club, which recently
completed its run at the MTC
Warehouse, centres around the
friendship of three women who
make a monthly trek together to visit
their husbands' graves.
Each woman harbors her own
feelings about this ritual, which arc
revealed when a new man enters
their lives.
"I think people see themselves in
the play," said Doreen Brownstone,
who plays the role of Doris.
"It's a comedy with a little sadness
interwoven."
Brownstone came to Winnipeg

The Cemetery Club, title of the
latest production by the Winnipeg
Jewish Theatre, sounds more like a
honor movie than a comedy.
The play does not feature a
cast of zombies, however, but one
of vibrant local talent.
"The focus of the '94-'95
season is to incorporate the whole
local aspect," said Liana Sanders,
publicist for the Winnipeg Jewish
Theatre, adding that four of the
plays five cast member are from
Winnipeg.
The Theatre, now in itseighth
season, "emphasizes the Jewish
experience" by both educating and
entertaining, said Sanders.
In addition to its regular

Raising a cup to the cast of The
Cemetery Club

by Pablo Hidalgo

from England as a war bride.

She participated in the Jewish
Women's Musical Group and also
performed in several YMHA
productions, taking time out along
the way to raise children.
'Without realizing it, I had become
a professional," Brownstone said with
a laugh.
Nowadays, when she's not busy
performing for the Winnipeg Jewish
Theatre, she is "Mrs. Brownstone, the
swimming teacher."
The Winnipeg Jewish Theatre's next
mainstage production is Compositions
With My Father, which will run April

Arts For All and all
for arts.
Symphonic concerts,
ballet, theatre, and
auctions are but a few
things being made
available to Manitobans
this week during the
Arts For All Showcase
Week, October 14-23.
"If you've ever
wondered what it's like
behind the curtain,
here's your chance to
find out. Try something
new, try something
different - but try
something"
said
Showcase
Wept-

1995.

Reeves: suffering
the slings and
arrows
by Paul Nolin
Hamlet, dude!
In case you've had your head in the sand
for the past two months and haven't heard,

Keanu Reeves will be hitting the Manitoba
Theatre Centre mainstage early next year,
tackling perhaps one theatre's most difficult
roles, Hamlet.
Feelings about this around RRCC vary
from indifference to squeels of excitement to
hearty laughter. Many feel that Reeves is a
capable actor given his recent roles in films
such as Dracula and Much Ado About Nothing.
"I'm impressed that he's coming to
Winnipeg 7 said student Jennifer Belzil.
But others - including actor Charlie Sheen,
who recently mocked Reeves' acting abilities
publicly - are not quite as forgiving of the Bill
and Ted's Excellent Adventure co star. "He's
just not Hamlet, he's too comedy oriented,"
said Shane Dew.
Another theory is that it is just a marketing
ploy, and that MTC is forsaking art for money.
Ariel Cu vertino thinks so, "They're just doing
it for the buck!"
Blair Cosgrove, a publicist at MTC, said
that the dollar has nothing to do with it.
"Steven [Schi pper, artistic director] wanted
to do the show, but not with just an ordinary
actor. He wanted someone exceptionally
talented to play the part," defended Cosgrove.
He also wanted to find someone that younger
people could relate to, seeing as the play is
such a large part of high school curriculum.'
Regardless of what many think however,
Reeves seems to be taking this role seriously.
According to the October Issue of "US"
magazine, he spent one month of his summer
in a "Shakespeare Boot Camp" in Lenox,
Mass. where he's being put through thirteen
hour days of classical training.
Initially it was said that if Reeves was
offered a movie, his performance at the MTC
may fall through. However, Reeves
reportedly turned down a movie recently
due to his prior commitment in Winnipeg.
Marketing ploy or not, ticket sales are going
'through the roof!" said Cosgrove. "We've
sold over 16 000 (season ticket packages).
That's over 50% more than last year, which
was a good year. And that islargely attributed
to Keanu."

Coordinator, Glynis Corkal.
Showcase Week - a Manitoba
Cultural Coalition and Winnipeg
Cultural Alliance collaboration - is a
series of open houses, exhibits,
performances and displays put on by
various local groups to promote the
very best of Manitoba's diverse
cultural and arts community.
Each day will feature a Showcase
Spotlight, an event hosted by a
different Manitoba celebrity.
Spotlight participants include the
Winnipeg Art Gallery, the Royal
Winnipeg Ballet, and the Manitoba
Theatre Centre, but over 60 other
groups are making their talents
available to the public.
Admission prices vary from free to
regular concert tickets prices, but 25
to 50 per cent discounts are available

at first night performances.
Among those scheduled to perform

include the Aboriginal Arts Group,
rapper T-KO, blues artist Dave Mowat,
and rock singer Aaron Peters.
"We want to let Winnipeg know
about the talent in the Winnipeg
aboriginal community, we are not all
pow wow dancers. .A lot of our work is
contemporary" said event coordinator
Peggy Jubinville.
"This week spotlights the incredible
variety of entertainment and cultural
value in this city" said Anita Lebeau,
President of the Manitoba Society of
Independent Animators.
The non-profit organization is having
nightly screenings from October 14 to
27, featuring classic golden age
animation at Cinema Main.

Winnipeg dances with passion for AIDS
RWB and
MTC just
two
companies
strutting their
stuff during
Showcase
week.

by Cheryl Herda
John Travolta may not
have made an appearance
but "Disco Night' at The
Spectrum was still a
success.
The big party took place

on October 6 and was the
final event of many put on
in recognition of AIDS

Awareness Week.
David McGunigal, co-

chair of Canada Rocks for AIDS (CRA)
said there was a variety of people in
attendance because "it was an all-ages
show", adding that no alcohol was
served.
Bodies rocked to the funky rhythm
supplied by Eve Rice of Vav Jungle as
well as the tunes played by dj Harry
Chan.
The event, organized by McGunigal,
sold approximately 200 tickets a t $5.00,
with an estimated $1 thousand raised.
CRA is comprised of Winnipeg's

finest in the music and entertainment
industry.
After their costs are covered, CRA
will use the remainder of the money to
further the AIDS cause.
The goal of CRA was to host an
evening - not a fund-raiser- of music
and dancing set in a relaxed
atmosphere.
The good times rolled for all those
gripped with "Thursday Night Fever
at the Spectrum and organizers feel
that the evening was a definite success.
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TRAVEL SEMINAR
Sunday, October 30th

You'll flip when you
see our selection.

Manitoba Sports Federation
200 Main Street - 12:30 - 4:30 p.m.

Budget travel by the experts !
If you're planning to travel abroad we've got the most comprehensive
overview for 1995 budget travel. We've got the latest info on getting
there, discounts and lots more.
To register contact the Canadian Hostelling Association,
194 Sherbrook St. Winnipeg, Mb. R3C 2B6, at 784 - 1131 or
TRAVEL CUTS at the Univerisity of Manitoba - 269-9530.
Advance CHA Members $10 Non-members $15
At the door CHA Members $12 Non-members $181k

Posters, Prints, Cards, Books

Calendars and Exhibitions.

Student Card Holders
receive 20% off

CO-SPONSORED BY

IluP TRAVEL CUTS
`i Going Your Way!

14103117111NG
DiTISMATENAL

In the heart of the Exchange District

Canadian Hostelling Association,

943-1405

Manitoba Inc.

The Projector apologizes for a misprint which ran in

our last issue. Hilary Dnuanan is a GemoIo
and not a Germologist.
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Watchmen find gold In The
'

by Cameron MacIntosh

songs that felt right."
Our Lady Peace has now crossed
While most bands plug away for years the country three times promoting
in order to get a big time record deal, Naveed, opening for I Mother Earth,
Our Lady Peace inked a deal with Sony 54-40, and now headlining a bill with
Music Canada after only 14 months.
Salvador Dream.
Our Lady Peace started off in Toronto
'We're kind of scared of Salvador
when guitarist Mike Turner and vocalist
Dream," he joked, "they're really
good, its kind of intimidating to go up
Raine Maida got together to play a few
on stage after them."
songs.
From there the two decided to get
As a result of the extensive touring
serious and place a classified ad in Now and the radio and video backing of
the singles "Birdman" and "Starseecl",
magazine, shortly afterwards bassist
the crowds on the road
Chris Eacrett and
are starting to get
Jeremy
drummer
larger.
Taggart came along and
"we're
Our Lady Peace was
developing a loyal
born.
said
following,"
Before the band even
Eacrett.
had a chance to put out
"The first time I
an independent release,
noticed people
Sony Music Canada
singing the words to
came knocking with a
our songs
record deal. "They say
was in Vancouver,"
that's pretty rare," said
said Turner.
Turner .
"The road has
"We put out a demo
been great, our rooms
tape with three songs on
are always clean, I
it so we could get a few
gigs, a friend of ours gave it tb Geffen don't have to pickup after myself, but
traveling around in a little van is kind
Records and they called us back.
"We decided from there that it was of hard," Turner confessed. "The first
really time to get serious, shortly after
person who writes a song about the
Sony requested we do a full album,"
road is getting a hockey stick over the
Turner recalled.
head," he joked.
Soon after Our Lady Peace released
"The only thing we're worried
their first album Naveed.
about is making music we like for
"The album is a thumb print for the
ourselves," said Turner. 'People have
band," said Taggart. "It was an
compared us to Neil Young, Led
opportunity to get our feet wet."
Zepplin, U2, and the Clash, it'sal ways
"We actually had full artistic control
someone different.
over the album," said Turner. "We
"I'll start getting concerned when
didn't have to worry about the songs people start comparing us to the same
being radio-friendly, we just put on the band over and over again."

Thanksgiving isn't the only thing
Winnipeg rockers The Watchmen
celebrated during their brief return
home last weekend.
"We recieved notice that In the
Trees was certified gold today," said
Watchmen frontman Danny
Greaves, just prior to the first of two
soldout shows (Oct. 7 and 9) at Le
Rendez-Vous.
In the Trees, The Watchmen's
second disc, has now sold over 50,000
copies, due in large part to the heavy
rotation of the first single "Boneyard
Tree" .
While "Boneyard Tree" and the
second single "Wiser" have been
climbing the charts, The Watchmen
have been extensively touring the
country in support of In the Trees.
Guitarist Joey Serlin said he's
relieved that the record company
allowed the band a breather, adding
that this was probably they're 100th
interview since the disc was released.
"It's nice to get a break," joked
Serlin "We've been smellin' each
other day in, day out."
"The tour has been great, it's been
sold out all the way and the people
in the crowd know all the words, it's
not like we just happen to be the
band playing that night anymore,"
said Greaves.
Evenihough"Boneyard Tree" has
been a big success on MuchMusic,
"Wiser" the second single released
three weeks ago, will have no video.
"I don't mind video if it's visuals
are in conjuction to the song," said
Greaves. "We could never be just a
video band.
"I'm not complaining but
MuchMusic can hurt you just as
easily as it can help you," he said of

Warner
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by Cameron MacIntosh

the success of "Boneyard Tree".
"Radio and getting out and playing
live are just as important."
Despite the domestic success of In
the Trees, and the international
success of fellow Winnipeg band
Crash Test Dummies, The Watchmen
aren't expecting an easy ride when
they tour and release in the Trees in
Europe and the United States early
next year.
"I like the Dummies but we can't
ride coat-tails," said Greaves. "It's
like, they like you now but the more
popular you get the more you have
to fight,"
"The Dummies won the lottery,"
said Serlin. "We could sell five
albums or we could sell 500,000
albums, you never know what will
happen in the States."
The Watchmen have changed their
lineup since their 1992 debut McLaren
Furnace Room, original bassist Pete
Loewen left the band before the
making of In the Trees, Ken Tizzard
(of St. John's, Nfld) joined shortly
afterwards.
"Ken has been a great influence on
the band," said Greaves.
"He's hungry, he wants what we
want, he gives us a common
element."
However, Tizzard isn't the only
thing that has changed about The
Watchmen since McLaren Furnace
Room.
Only three of the 12 tracks on In the
Trees are credited solely to Serlin.
"We colaborated more on In the
Trees," explained Greaves. 'That's
just where the band was at, the all
songs stood up.
"Some people say its different,
some people say its the same (as
McLaren Furnace Room) we don't look
at it that way."

PERSONALS

Room for Rent: Too Good
to pass up. Maples area.
furnished. ultra modern In
private home. Utilities. parking. color TV. cable, VCR.
A/C. private bath etc. Close
to RRCC bus, Female ab
stainer preferred. $250.00
per mo. Call 694-7525 or

SERVICES

Sara. respond with ideas
and address to adventurous male. D.B. PO Box
24070 Kenaston RPO
winnipeg MB R3N 2E11

ATTENTION First-year Cre
Comms. Recent Graduate will
tutor in all courses and nextday journalism assignments.

Phone 943-7019.

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITY

FOR SALE

661-5580

ROOM & BOARD Available
for young man. Non-smoking,
non-drinking. 60 Chapparal
Cresc. Parking. 697-9258.

For Sale Professional Drafting table. 36 x 48 Drawingf
surface. parallel rulers,
track system, accessories
etc. To view call Shawn @
669-8694.

Partnership
required.
Merchandise and cosmetic
business seeking a partner.
Wide assortment of

products

including
computers, VCR's etc. Call
Anthony at 694-9091.

SUBLET 3 bedrms. Insujite
washer & dryer.
A/C. pool. tennis courts.
10mins. from RRCC. $580
per ma call Debbie 6979124.

The following is a list of volunteer opportunities available in the Winnipeg area. If
you are interested in any of
Repair and Maintenance
the following or many ',then not lined here, please Volunteers. required In
contact the Volunteer Cen- Charleswood. St. Vital East
and West Kildonan. Voluntre for an appointment at
teer would identify and
477-5180:
perform necessary repairs
Volunteer Literacy Tutor in carpentry. plumbing.
required to work one on one painting. appliances. etc.
with inmantes studying basic academics such as literacy. Must have strong
communication and Interpersonal skills. Daytime Are you retired and looking for something to do?
only in Headingly.
Classroom voluteers are
required to work with elVolunteer Bowling Scoreementary school children
keepers required Saturone on one with reading.
days to work with disabled
arts and crafts and small
group work. Daytime only.

atheletes while they are 5
pin bowling. Various locations throughout Winnipeg.
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Volunteer Ir1 eading Tutors
required to work with grades
K-6 students one on one, or
in groups of 3-4 In
Transcona. Voluteers to
assist with math and reading. Daytime only.

PUBLIC SERVICE
ANNOUNCEMENTS

ROOMS FOR RENT
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ANTED
Student Volunteers
to work with the

Students' Association
Have fun organizing events, beer bathes, awarera days and morel
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Diversions
A Hitchhiker's Guide To Paranoia
Ortofter17,1994

myself that the 'Mint' was actually a
working
for
Hussein
or
Aristide.
The
"Where ya heading kid?" he asked,
front for genetic laboratories that probastard.
I
gripped
my
butter
knife
and
by Michael Thibault
and I could see the mistrust in his face.
duced Aryans for the Fourth Reich.
thought
about
gouging
his
eyes
out,
He must of thought I was some sort of
I simmered my anger with a carcinobut
instead
I
tossed
the
rest
of
my
Solar Temple cultist on my way to a
genic Hawaiian. It wouldn't be long
coffee
in
his
face
and
hurled
myself
Noam Chomsky is dead.
mass suicide and he thought he could'
before I was home.
And don't believe all the media re- help society out a little by offering me through the restaurant door shatterI made my way to the bathroom. As
ing the glass.
ports about the fact that he is still alive. a lift.
usual, I covered the seat with toilet
As
luck
would
have
it,
a
tractor
trailer
I happen to know that Chomsky's
"Winnipeg," I smiled coyly, hoping
was just pulling out of the gas station paper before I sat down. The graffiti
corpse is being preserved by the US that he didn't know where that was.
was the usual collection of bad sex jokes,
and
onto
the
highway
and
I
leaped
Army somewhere in the Painted Desert
'Need a rider' he asked, trying hard
sex innuendoes, homosexual
along side his good pal,
come-ons, genital diagrams,
and mentor, Walt Disney.
'good time' phone numbers,
Believe it or not, when I
and other assorted nonsense.
passed this gem of info off
I made some notes in my
on the freak that was givnotebook, waved to the ceiling me a ride from Thuning camera that was humder Bay into Winnipeg, he
ming behind the fan plate,
just stroked his Van Dyke
and washed my hands, griand told me, to my face,
macing into the two-way
that I was paranoid. And I ti
mirror.
screamed, orange pulp flyThe sun outside was
ingout of my mouth, "Well
shiningbright now. I glanced
I wouldn't be if the CIA
at the headlines of the newsweren't syringing drugs
papers and laughed at the
into my fruit!"
blatant lies. Gutenberg
Naturally, he dropped
wasn't going to get me.
me off right there.
I felt good. Good that
So, there I was in the
I had survived another day
middle of Northern
without being controlled by
Ontario at 3 o'clock in the
The Man. Good, that I was
morning, shivering from
freer than Number Six and
the bitter cold - in August.
twice as smart.
It seems like no matter
And as I was rejoicing,
what time of year it is in
a woman bumped into me, and quickly
onto
the
back
and
up
to
safety.
That
Northern Ontario, it alto conceal his eagerness But I could see
apologized.
ways drops below zero at night. I had it in his eyes. It's the same starry eyed was the last I saw of comrade 'Slim'.
"I don't speak English," I said in perIn a few hours, we rolled into
a strong notion that CSIS knew why fixation that kids have on Christmas
fect English, to confuse her.
the that was.
morning just before they open their Winnipeg and into a Robin's Donuts. I
It worked. She frowned and walked
had slept, and the first thing I saw
I ended up at a Husky station where presents. He licked his lips.
away, and I laughed and laughed.
I
awoke
was
the
sun
gleaming
some obesely fat ass trucker named
when
And then it struck me, how did this
Noam Chomsky is dead.
'Slim' eyed me as I ordered neuben freak know that I wasn't driving? He Off of the Mint. It was beautiful. But it
and a coffee and a doughnut and a must be some sort of hitman, probably was bittersweet view, as I reminded
breath mint.
.
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Yeah, But Is It A Sport?
5. I've been badly disfigured in a fire.
where in between Donald Fehr'spleasbowl,
of
course,
and
exercising
our
by Mike McIntyre
ant demeanor and Bob Goodenow's Sport or not sport?
right to draft players.
Answers: 1. Sport. 2. Sport. 3. Sport 4.
3. Jest, Mockery. "Hey idiot, nice boy next door good looks. A score of Not sport. 5. Neither. Now is not the
five means you deserve to be in this
So, it's time for the ol' sports column, pants!" Whew, I'm exhausted. What a
time for trivia. You require immediate
column, not me.
workout.
Let
me
try
another
one.
"Yo,
eh?
The test is simple. Answer the fol- medical attention.
geekface.
I
thought
Halloween
wasn't
Well, what shall we talk about this
Thanks for playing, have a good
lowing questions and tally up your
till
the
end
of
the
month,
so
why
are
week....Hmmm...Hey c'mon, don't all
score when done. (No peeking at the week.
you
wearing
that
ugly
mask?"
Man,
raise your hands at once!
answers)
I suppose there's a number of topics that's gotta be one of my favorite sports.
1. Picking out the
I could cover, but frankly, I'm getting It sure beats lawn bowling, don't you
food between my
pretty sick and tired of hearing about agree?
4. One who accepts an outcome, es- teeth is something
labour disputes, mega-year multi-trilI enjoy. Sport, or
lion dollar contracts, O.J. Simpson and pecially an adverse one, with grace. If
not sport?
the Red River smoking policy. (The that's the case, then you can find sport
2. Physical activlast one has absolutely nothing to do almost everywhere. Let me illustrate.
"Hi, wanna go out with a real man?" ity for me involves
with sports, but I'm sick of hearing
sitting up from my
"No."
about it anyway.)
position on the
"Okay."
So, I've decided to take a different
5. One who leads a fast, extravagant couch to fluff my
approach this week. Instead of delving
pillow, following a
into the various issues surrounding life. Does that mean we're to believe strict set of guidesport, I think I'll dig deep into the very that big spending, smooth talking so- lines. Sport or not
cialites fall under the term of sport?
essence of sport, and answer the ageThat drugged up, boozed up individu- sport?
old question" Is that really a sport?"
3. I enjoy drinkals who live life at its fastest are considWebster's defines sport a number of
ing, gambling and
ways . The definitions and my inter- ered part of sport? Maybe Bob Probert womanizing, and I
does have a place in hockey after all.
BRINGS
pretations are as follows:
love
to
live
life
at
And maybe Hugh Hefner should con1. An amusing of interesting pas- sider suiting up for the Bombers.
GLOBAL PRODUCTS FROM
its fullest. Sport or
time: diversion. Interesting. I suppose
6. A genetic mutation. Huh? Oh, right. not sport?
AROUND THE
watching a kitten playing with a ball of
4. I enjoy quiet
That explains Mark Messier.
string is considered sport. Or how about
So as you can see, the definition of evenings at home,
my lint collection? Can I get into some
sport is as diverse as the number of snuggling up besort of Hall Of Fame for that little
sports. This leads me to my final test, side the fire with a
NOVEMBER 7-10, 1994
hobby?
which will determine how well you good book. Sport
TO P RIVER COLLEGE
2. A physical activity, especially one have been paying attention. Be aware or not sport?
with a set form and body of rules. This
that a score bedefinition provides slightly more intween 0-1 means
sight. A recent hockey draft I attended
you belong in the
comes to mind. Participants were told
Lint Hall Of Fame,
to follow a strict set of rules when it
a score of 2-4
came to drafting players. The physical
places you someactivity, you ask? Reaching for the chip
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You can take control
of genital herpes

Vs"

and. despuma
watt iewse.4 6 yaw ago.

"SUITCASE BASH", FRIDAY, OCT. 7/94
Here's what you missed...

•:\

sck:
•

...unless you were Jackie or Sean, our winners!
•

1. All expenses paid trip to
Louisiana.
2. Airplane ride to
Shreveport and back.
3. Cab ride to the great
state of Texas.
4. A night of gambling on
the Harrahs Riverboat
Casino.
5. Some fine cajun cuisine.
6. Some Southern
hospitality.
7. Oh yeah...and a Bomber
game.
8. 27 hours we'll never
forget.

pe

A. •

-i;

tS0,( 4

...and your life

Geoff samples some Southern
hospitality during the cab ride to Texas.

4.4

We saw Elvis Presley but CKND sport's
anchor Joe, got in the way.

Sean experiences the "three F's";
football, friends and a frost bevera:e.

And consult your physician
ov:•:<•C
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availability of affordable treatments, and counselling — can
help you get your life essentially
back to normal and potentially
keep outbreaks out of the picture
for years.
To confidentially learn more
about reducing the severity and
frequency of genital herpes
outbreaks, and minimizing the
risk of transmission through
safe sex guidelines, contact the
National Herpes Hotline.

CALL 1-800-HSV-FACS
1- 8 0 0 - 4 7 8 - 3 2 2 7

DON'T MISS THE SUITCASE SOCIAL MARCH 3 I 195. WIN A TRIP TO MIAMI.

di

Coping with recurrent symptoms
such as itching or burning pain,
tingling, sores, or even localized
redness in or near the genital
area has never been easy. Add
to this the emotional impact of
guilt, resentment, depression...
a disruption of daily life.
Advances in medical research
now enable you to do something about genital herpes outbreaks. A greater understanding
of genital herpes — plus the
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